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Abstract     
 
The use of a 3D model helps to diagnosis and accurately locate a disease where it is neither 
available, nor can be exactly measured in a 2D image. Therefore, highly accurate software 
for a 3D model of vessel is required for an accurate diagnosis of patients. We have generated 
standard vessel because the shape of the arterial is different for each individual vessel, 
where the standard vessel can be adjusted to suit individual vessel. In this paper, we 
propose a new approach for an automatic 3D model generation based on a matching of 
adaptive control points. The proposed method is carried out in three steps. First, standard 
and individual vessels are acquired. The standard vessel is acquired by a 3D model 
projection, while the individual vessel of the first segmented vessel bifurcation is obtained. 
Second is matching the corresponding control points between the standard and individual 
vessels, where a set of control and corner points are automatically extracted using the Harris 
corner detector. If control points exist between corner points in an individual vessel, it is 
adaptively interpolated in the corresponding standard vessel which is proportional to the 
distance ratio. And then, the control points of corresponding individual vessel match with 
those control points of standard vessel. Finally, we apply warping on the standard vessel to 
suit the individual vessel using the TPS (Thin Plate Spline) interpolation function. For 
experiments, we used angiograms of various patients from a coronary angiography in 
Sanggye Paik Hospital.  
Keywords: Coronary angiography, adaptive control point, standard vessel, individual 




X-ray angiography is the most frequently used imaging modality to diagnose coronary 
artery diseases and to assess their severity. Traditionally, this assessment is performed 
directly from the angiograms, and thus, can suffer from viewpoint orientation dependence 
and lack of precision of quantitative measures due to magnification factor uncertainty 
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(Messenger et al., 2000), (Lee et al., 2006) and (Lee et al., 2007). 3D model is provided to 
display the morphology of vessel malformations such as stenoses, arteriovenous 
malformations and aneurysms (Holger et al., 2005). Consequently, accurate software for a 
3D model of a coronary tree is required for an accurate diagnosis of patients. It could lead to 
a fast diagnosis and make it more accurate in an ambiguous condition.  
In this paper, we present an automatic 3D model generation based on a matching of 
adaptive control points. Fig. 1 shows the overall flow of the proposed method for the 3D 
modelling of the individual vessel. The proposed method is composed as the following 
three steps: image acquisition, matching of the adaptive control points and the vessel 
warping. In Section 2, the acquisitions of the input image in standard and individual vessels 
are described. Section 3 presents the matching of the corresponding control points between 
the standard and individual vessels. Section 4 describes the 3D modelling of the individual 
vessel which is performed through a vessel warping with the corresponding control points. 
Experimental results of the vessel transformation are given in Section 5. Finally, we present 
the conclusion in Section 6.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Overall flow of the system configuration 
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2. Image Acquisition 
 
We have generated a standard vessel because the shape of the arterial is different for each 
individual vessel, where the standard vessel can be adjusted to suit the individual vessel 
(Chalopin et al., 2001), (Lee et al., 2006) and (Lee et al., 2007). The proposed approach is 
based on a 3D model of standard vessel which is built from a database that implemented a 
Korean vascular system (Lee et al., 2006).  
We have limited the scope of the main arteries for the 3D model of the standard vessel as 
depicted in Fig. 2.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Vessel scope of the database for the 3D model of the standard vessel 
 
Table 1 shows the database of the coronary artery of Lt. main (Left Main Coronary Artery), 
LAD (Left Anterior Descending) and LCX (Left Circumflex artery) information. This 
database consists of 40 people with mixed gender information. 
 
Lt. main LAD LCX 
  age 
Os distal length Os distal length Os distal length 
below 60 years of 
old (male) 
48.4±5.9 4.3±0.4 4.1±0.5 9.9±4.2 3.8±0.4 3.6±0.4 17.0±5.2 3.5±0.4 3.3±0.3 19.2±6.1 
above 60 years of 
old (male) 
67.5±5.4 4.5±0.5 4.4±0.4 8.4±3.8 3.9±0.3 3.6±0.3 17.2±5.8 3.6±0.4 3.4±0.4 24.6±8.9 
below 60 years of 
old (female) 
44.9±19.9 3.7±1.8 3.4±1.6 10.6±6.2 3.3±1.5 3.1±1.4 14.1±5.5 2.9±1.3 2.8±1.2 21.3±9.2 
above 60 years of 
old (female) 
70.7± 4.4 4.3±0.7 4.1±0.6 12.5±7.9 3.5±0.6 3.4±0.5 22.3±7.3 3.3±0.4 3.1±0.3 27.5±3.7 
Table 1. Database of the coronary artery 
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To quantify the 3D model of the coronary artery, the angles of the vessel bifurcation are 
measured with references to LCX, Lt. main and LAD, as in Table 2. Ten individuals 
regardless of their gender and age were selected randomly for measuring the angles of the 
vessel bifurcation from six angiograms. The measurement results, and the average and 















1 69.17 123.31 38.64 61.32 84.01 50.98 
2 53.58 72.02 23.80 51.75 99.73 73.92 
3 77.28 97.70 21.20 57.72 100.71 71.33 
4 94.12 24.67 22.38 81.99 75.6 69.57 
5 64.12 33.25 31.24 40.97 135.00 61.87 
6 55.34 51.27 41.8 80.89 119.84 57.14 
7 71.93 79.32 50.92 87.72 114.71 58.22 
8 67.70 59.14 31.84 58.93 92.36 70.16 
9 85.98 60.85 35.77 54.45 118.80 78.93 
10 47.39 60.26 34.50 47.39 67.52 34.79 
Average 68.67 66.18 33.21 62.31 100.83 62.69 
Standard 
deviation 
14.56 29.07 9.32 15.86 21.46 13.06 
Table 2. Measured angles of the vessel bifurcation from six angiographies 
 
Fig. 3 illustrates the results of the 3D model generation of the standard vessel from six 
angiographies: RAO (Right Anterior Oblique)30° CAUD (Caudal)30°, RAO30° CRA (Cranial 
Anterior)30°, AP (Anterior Posterior)0° CRA (Cranial Anterior)30°, LAO (Left Anterior 
Oblique)60° CRA30°, LAO60° CAUD30°, AP0° CAUD30°. 
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Fig. 3. 3D model generation of the standard vessel from six angiographies 
 
Evaluating the angles of the vessel bifurcation from six angiographies can reduce the 
possible measurement error which occurs when the angle from a single view is measured.  
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It is difficult to transform the standard vessel into individual vessel in a 3D space (Lee et al., 
2006) and (Lee et al., 2007). Therefore, we projected the 3D model of the standard vessel into 
2D projection. Fig. 4 shows the projected images of the standard vessel on a 2D plane 
through the projection. The projection result can be view as vertices or polygons based. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Projection result for 2D image of standard vessel 
 
3. Matching of the Adaptive Control Points 
 
To transform a standard vessel into an individual vessel, it is important to match 
corresponding control points (Lee et al., 2006) and (Lee et al., 2007). In this paper, we 
extracted feature points of the vessel automatically and defined as control points (Lee et al., 
2006) and (Lee et al., 2007). Feature points mean is referred to the corner points of an object 
or points with higher variance brightness compared to the surrounding pixels in an image, 
which are differentiated from other points in an image. Such feature points can be defined in 
many different ways in (Parker, 1996) and (Pitas, 2000). They are sometimes defined as 
points that have a high gradient in different directions, or as points that have properties that 
do not change in spite of specific transformations. Generally feature points can be divided 
into three categories (Cizek et al., 2004). The first one uses a non-linear filter, such as the 
SUSAN corner detector proposed by Smith (Woods et al., 1993) which relates each pixel to 
an area centered by a pixel. In this area, it is called the SUSAN area; all the pixels have 
similar intensities as the center pixel. If the center pixel is a feature point (some times a 
feature point is also referred to as a "corner"), SUSAN area is the smallest one among the 
pixels around it. A SUSAN corner detector can suppress a noise effectively without 
derivating an image. The second one is based on a curvature, such as the Kitchen and 
Rosenfeld's method (Maes et al., 1997). This kind of method needs to extract edges in 
advance, and then elucidate the feature points using the information on the curvature of the 
edges. The disadvantage of this method is required more needs a complicated computation, 
e.g. curve on fitting, thus its processing speed is relatively slow. The third method is exploits 
a change of the pixel intensity. A typical one is the Harris and Stephens' method (Pluim et 
al., 2003). It produces a corner response through an eigenvalues analysis. Since it does not 
need to use a slide window explicitly, its processing speed is very fast. Accordingly, this 
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paper used the Harris corner detector to find the control points of standard and individual 
vessels (Lee et al., 2006) and (Lee, 2007). 
 
3.1 Extraction of the Control Points 
The Harris corner detector is a popular interest point detector due to its strong invariance 
such as rotation, scale, illumination variation and image noise (Schmid et al., 2000) and 
(Derpanis, 2004). It is based on the local auto-correlation function of a signal. The local auto-
correlation function measures the local changes of the signal with patches shifted by a small 
amount in different directions (Derpanis, 2004). However, the Harris corner detector has a 
problem where it can mistake those non-corner points.  
Fig. 5 shows extracted 9 control points in individual vessel by using the Harris corner 
detector. We noticed that some of the extracted control points are non-corner points. To 
solve this problem of the Harris corner detector, we extracted more control points of 
individual vessel than standard vessel. Fig. 6 shows the extraction of control points from 
individual and standard vessels. 
  
 
Fig. 5. Extracted 9 control points in individual vessel 
 
3.2 Extraction of Corner Points 
We performed thinning by using the structural characteristics of vessel to find the corner 
points among the control points of individual vessel which is extracted with the Harris 
corner detector (Lee, 2007). Fig. 7 shows the thinning process for detection of corner points 
in individual vessel.  
  
 
(a) Segmented vessel                                                                  (b) Thinned vessel 
Fig. 6. Thinning process for detection of corner points in individual vessel 
 
A vascular tree can be divided into a set of elementary components, or primitives, which are 
the vascular segments, and bifurcation (Wahle et al., 1994). Using this intuitive 
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representation, it is natural to describe the coronary tree by a graph structure (Chalopin et 
al., 2001) and (Lee, 2007). 
A vascular tree of thinned vessel consists of three vertices ( intpov ) and one bifurcation (bif ) 
as the following equation (1). Here, vertices ( intpov ) are comprised a start point ( int_ postartv ) 
and two end points ( 2int_1int_ , poendpoend vv ).  
 
},{ int bifvI pothin =  
},,{ 2int_1int_int_int poendpoendpostartpo vvvv =  
 
     (1) 
 
If the reference point is a vertex, the closest two control points to the vertex are defined as 
the corner points.  If the reference point is a bifurcation, the three control points that are 
closest to it after comparing the distances between the bifurcation and all control points are 
defined as the corner points. As shown in Fig. 7, if the reference point is the vertex 
( int_ postartv ), 1v and 2v  become the corner points; if the reference point is the bifurcation 














Fig. 7. Primitives of a vascular net 
 
3.3 Adaptive Interpolation of the Control Points between Corner Points 
Once the control points and corner points are extracted from an individual vessel, an 
interpolation for a standard vessel is applied. For an accurate matching, the control points 
are adaptively interpolated into the corresponding standard vessel in proportion to the 
distance ratio if there are control points between the corner points in an individual vessel 
(Lee, 2007).  
Fig. 8 shows the process of an interpolation of the control points. Control points of a 
standard vessel are adaptively interpolated by the distance rate between control point ( 3v ) 
and two corner points ( 42 , vv ) of an individual vessel. Fig. 8 (a) shows the extracted control 
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points from an individual vessel, and (b) shows an example of control point interpolated 
between a standard vessel and the corresponding corner points from (a) image. 
 
 
(a) Individual vessel                                                (b) Standard vessel  
Fig. 8. Interpolation of the control points for a standard vessel 
 
Fig. 9 shows the result of extracting the control points by using the Harris corner detector to 
the segmented vessel in the individual vessel and an adaptive interpolation of the 
corresponding the control points in the standard vessel.  
 
Fig. 9. Result of an adaptive interpolation of the corresponding control points 
 
4. Vessel Warping 
 
We have warped the standard vessel with respect to the individual vessel. Given the two 
sets of corresponding control points, },{ 2,1 msssS K= and },{ 2,1 miiiI K= , the warping is applied 
the standard vessel to suit the individual vessel. Here, S is a set of control points in the 
standard vessel and I is a set of one in the individual vessel (Lee et al., 2006) and (Lee et al., 
2007). 
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Standard vessel warping was performed using the TPS (Thin-Plate-Spline) algorithm 
(Bentoutou et al., 2002) from the two sets of control points. 
The TPS is the interpolation functions that exactly represent a distortion at each feature 
point, and for defining a minimum curvature surface between control points. A TPS 
function is a flexible transformation that allows for a rotation, translation, scaling, and 
skewing. It also allows for lines to bend according by the TPS model (Bentoutou et al., 2002). 
Therefore, a large number of deformations can be characterized by the TPS model. 











  (2) 
 
The variables A and t are the affine transformation parameters matrices, iW are the weights 
of the non-linear radial interpolation function K , and ix are the control points. The function 
)(rK is the solution of the biharmonic equation )0( 2 =Δ K  that satisfies the condition of a 
bending energy minimization, namely )(log)( 22 rrrK = . 
The complete set of parameters, the interpolating registration transformation is defined, and 
then it is used to transform the standard vessel. It should be noted that in order to be able to 
carry out the warping of the standard vessel with respect to the individual vessel, it is 
required to have a complete description of the TPS interpolation function (Lee et al., 2006) 
and (Lee et al., 2007).  
Fig. 10 shows the results of modifying the standard vessel to suit the individual vessel. 
 
                                                
(a) Individual vessel                        (b) Standard vessel                      (c) Warped vessel 
Fig. 10. Results of the warped vessel in standard vessel 
 
5. Results of the Vessel Transformation 
 
We simulated the system environment that  is  Microsoft  Windows XP on a  Pentium  3GHz, 
Intel Corp. and the compiler VC++ 6.0 is used. The image of 512× 512 is used for the 
experimentation. Each image has a gray-value resolution of 8 bits, i.e., 256 gray levels. 
Fig. 11 shows the 3D model of the standard vessel from six different angiographic views. 
The results of the standard vessel warping using TPS algorithm to suit the individual vessel 
is shown in Fig. 13. 
 
www.intechopen.com




Fig. 11. 3D model of the standard vessel in angiographic of six different views 
 
 
Fig. 12. Result of standard vessel warping 
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Fig. 13 shows the result for an automatically 3D model generation of individual vessel. 
 
 




We proposed a fully automatic and effective algorithm to perform a 3D modelling of 
individual vessel from angiograms in six views. This approach can be used to recover the 
geometry of the main arteries. The 3D model of the vessel enables patients to visualize their 
progress and improvement for a disease. Such a model should not only enhance the level of 
reliability but also provide a fast and accurate identification. In order words, this method 
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